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compass, accelerometer, RFID, and light. The NXT Brick has
four built-in input ports for sensor use.

At times, a task may be too difficult, tedious, or dangerous for a
human to undertake. In these cases, autonomous robot systems
are useful. For a task which requires multiple agents, an
autonomous synergistic swarm system can be used to accomplish
a number of tasks that would be impossible for a single robot to
perform. If a system is created to utilize independent robots
which nonetheless operate and communicate synergistically with
the entire group, an emergent collective behavior is often the
result.

1.1.3 Operating System
Instead of the standard NXT operating system, another
operating system developed for use in the NXT Brick was used.
LeJOS was developed as a Java virtual machine for tiny memory
devices and was ported for use in the LEGO NXT Brick [2].

1.1.4 Communications
The NXT Brick has
communication capabilities.

built-in
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wireless
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1.2.1 Main Platform

1. ROBOTIC PLATFORM
1.1 Initial Platform

For the new version of the individual robot agent, the XTM
Rail 1/8-scale buggy (see Figure 2) was used [3]. The XTM Rail
is a remote-controlled racing buggy with four-wheel drive and a
heavy-duty aluminum chassis and rollcage.

1.1.1 Main Platform
The original platform for the individual robot agents used the
LEGO Mindstorms NXT (see Figure 1) as a base [1]. The
standard LEGO Mindstorms kit includes a robot with treads and
enough pieces to construct a supporting platform to hold the
motor and the NXT Brick.

Figure 2. The XTM Rail.
The Rail uses a single brushless motor, which is cooled with
a large heat sink and two cooling fans. The motor powers three
differentials to allow for customization of the vehicle’s
movements and power output. The Rail is capable of reaching
speeds up to 45 miles per hour. Each of the four off-road wheels
is supported with threaded aluminum oil-filled shocks (see Figure
3), giving it enhanced stability and durability. The shocks can be
adjusted depending on the payload of the vehicle.
The aluminum rollcage is attached to the chassis by six
Phillips-head screws and a hinge joint, making it easy to open for
access to the interior.
The Rail has a radio frequency receiver to control both the
brushless motor and the steering servo. Because of the way the

Figure 1. LEGO Mindstorms NXT platform.
LEGO Mindstorms made for an easily modifiable platform
body, since the individual pieces can be assembled in a variety of
ways. This allowed for flexibility in designing the form of the
platform to match the required functionality.

1.1.2 Additional Equipment
The LEGO Mindstorms NXT has a number of sensors useful
for a variety of purposes. The basic NXT kit includes sonar,
touch, and color sensors. Other available sensors include
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receiver is connected, changing it to be controlled from a
computer rather than an external radio signal is a trivial alteration.

The case also contains a power source in the form of a PSP
(PlayStation Portable) external power pack. A USB battery is
also included in the case in the event that additional USB power is
required.

1.2.3 Operating System
The HackerBoard is a Linux box with a 1GB micro-SD card
to hold the operating system.

1.2.4 Communications
One of the USB ports on the board is used to connect an
XBee-Pro RF module for wireless communications. The XBeePro has a range of 24 kilometers and is used for communication
between the robot agents and between each robot and the base
station.

2. SWARM ROBOTS
2.1 Definition

Figure 3. The front shocks.

The term swarm robotics is used to describe any coordinated
multi-robot system made up of individuals which are relatively
simple. By working together, this large number of simple robots
is able to accomplish more complicated tasks. Swarm robots are
often compared to similar swarms of animals, especially insects
such as ants, which display similar behavior.

Although the Rail has a rear wing (see Figure 4) for
stabilization and aerodynamics, it is held on by a cotter pin and is
easily removed. This is important, as the intended purpose for the
robot agent does not require it to jump or ‘fly’ over hills.

2.2 Uses
Swarm robots are notable in that an individual member is
very inexpensive compared to a more complicated robot which is
able to perform tasks on its own. Because of this, the loss of a
single member of the swarm is not a setback in either operations
or in cost. If a single multipurpose robot were to be lost while
performing a task, it would mean a great loss in both performance
and investment of money and time. On the other hand, the loss of
a single member of a swarm represents a minimal loss of both
performance and investment. Individual swarm members can be
easily replaced at a cost which is relatively much less than a
complicated single robot. In addition, because many of the
members of a swarm are the same, the tasks that were being
performed by the lost member can be easily done by any other
member, resulting in a minimal loss of operational time.
These properties of swarm robots make them suitable for
dangerous tasks. If the probability of the loss of a robot during a
task is high, then swarm robots will still be able to perform the
task without significant loss of time or monetary investment.
Since the individual swarm members are relatively inexpensive
and are all able to perform the same tasks as one another, that
makes a single unit expendable.

Figure 4. The XTM Rail wing and rear shocks. The motor
controller can be seen on the right.
The Rail is powered by a battery pack, and can use NiMH or
LiPo packs with voltages ranging from 7.2 to 14.8V.

1.2.2 Additional Equipment
The removal of the wing leaves four mounting points
available on the top of the Rail. A computer case (see Figure 5)
was constructed to hold a Linux box to control the motor driver
and steering servo in place of the RF receiver inside the vehicle.

3. SWARM IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Implementation
3.1.1 Basic Implementation
The YomDom swarm technology is based on a mixture of
placing orchestration algorithms on a base station, mission sets
that come from a cloud environment, and a robust command
interpreter on the individual robot (see Figure 6).
Generally, robotic engineers create specific mission sets on
an individual robot, programming it with sophisticated and
complicated intelligence algorithms. The YomDom swarm takes
a different approach by making the individual robots flexible and
programmable with a more generic command interpreter that can
handle multiple, disparate mission sets. In addition, each swarm
member is connected to a neural network that has awareness and
control over the individual robot as well as collective awareness
of every member in the swarm. This neural network has multiple
configurations.

Figure 5. The computer case.
Inside the case is a Linux box called the HackerBoard, which
has a microprocessor, along with three USB ports, a standard
serial port, and a micro-SD card [4]. A GPS MiniMod is attached
to the serial port.
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communicates with the cloud, transmitting key sensory,
positional, and mechanical data. This data is displayed in realtime to a human interface that includes 2D and 3D geographic
imagery as well as statistical and tabular data. This interface is
compatible with large format, high resolution, flat displays as well
as small form factor mobile displays. Both interfaces provide
users with situational awareness and the ability to direct and
coordinate the mission. Through each interface, users can create
new missions, authorize existing missions, re-purpose the swarm
to a different mission set, or terminate the mission in progress.
The interface also has the ability to modify existing mission sets
and archive mission sets for later use and review. Mission data
and algorithms are housed in a dynamic cloud environment for
scalability, efficiency, effectiveness, and cost savings. The large
format display operates from a Web 2.0 AJAX enabled
technology that includes 3D GIS mapping. The mobile display
operates from XML-aware client technology.

Figure 6. The YomDom swarm architecture.

3.1.2 Base Station Communication

3.2 Network

The default configuration is a point-to-point configuration
where a single master robot (the base station) has two-way
communication with each individual robot. Through that twoway communication channel, the master robot can push entire
mission sets down to every member of the swarm. Once
authorized, the master robot instructs the members of the swarm
to execute the mission. When the mission begins, the master
robot enters a command loop of 10Hz and pulls key sensory,
positional, and mechanical data from each member of the swarm.
As mission data is received from each member, the master robot
commands specific members of the swarm to perform various
aspects of the mission, while the members are simultaneously
executing their portion of the mission. The master robot has the
intelligence to complete the mission and to instruct the swarm to
reassemble at the rally point. In addition, the master robot is
aware of decisions made by a mission commander or tactical
operator to re-purpose the swarm. The master robot is also able to
download and implement a new mission set automatically or on
demand.

3.2.1 Situational Awareness
Situational awareness is the perception of environmental
elements within a volume of time and space, the comprehension
of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near
future. The swarm uses mobile cloud computing to maintain
situational awareness in the field. Using a variety of sensor data
feeds, the cloud accumulates a vast amount of data. The cloud
then uses that data to accurately describe the situation in the field.

3.2.2 Mesh Network
Mesh topology is a type of networking where each node must
not only capture and disseminate its own data, but must also serve
as a relay for other nodes (see Figure 7). All of the nodes in the
network must collaborate to propagate the data in the network.

3.1.3 Mesh Topology
In contrast to the point-to-point configuration, the swarm is
capable of a mesh topology configuration. In this configuration,
each robot possesses both the master and the individual
algorithms. Mission sets can be initiated by any swarm member
at any time. The mission data is transmitted to the swarm by each
robot, repeating the signal throughout the network until the
mission parameters have been confirmed by each member of the
swarm. All robots run on the same 10Hz loop, and within each
loop, each robot pulls key sensory, positional, and mechanical
data from the cumulative aggregation of all other members of the
swarm. In this case, each robot collects and passes on not only
sensory, positional, and mechanical data, but also orchestration
and command and control data to the rest of the swarm. The
swarm has the intelligence to complete the mission and to instruct
one another to reassemble at the rally point. Additionally, the
swarm is aware of decisions made by a mission commander or
tactical operator to re-purpose the swarm.
The mesh
configuration also has the ability to download and implement a
new mission set automatically or on demand.

Figure 7. Mesh network topology.
The problem with mesh networking is one of connectivity.
When there are units in the field, maintaining a network
connection can be difficult. If a unit loses connection to the
network, data that unit has obtained is lost. There are two
situations which cause problems with mesh network connectivity.
The first occurs when the communication signal is very low, and
the individual robot is in danger of losing connection with the
swarm. The second situation occurs when connection to the
swarm is fully lost. The challenge is to balance the lowconnectivity situation in a way that prevents a total loss of
connection without limiting the normal activities of the robot and
the other members of the swarm.

3.1.4 Cloud Environment
The final component to the swarm architecture is the cloud
environment. The cloud environment is a global, redundant,
scalable network that is utilized by human overseers and analysts
for the purpose of gaining real-time situational awareness of
swarm field operations.
When available, the swarm
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For example, if the maximum possible signal was five ‘bars’
of connectivity, then a very conservative algorithm for preventing
disconnection might initiate reconnection maneuvers when the
signal drops to two bars. This threshold would prevent a
disconnection in the majority of cases. However, it would also
limit the distance an individual member could travel from the
others, thus limiting the effectiveness of the swarm as a whole.
Conversely, a threshold of one bar may prevent disconnection in
only half the cases, but would allow the swarm to spread out
much further and therefore be more effective. The negative side
effects of a lower danger threshold could be potentially offset by
the methods used to recover from the disconnection scenario.
If a swarm member is aware of the most recent location of
the centroid of the swarm, then it can move toward that last
known point in an attempt to reestablish connection with the mesh
network.
If this action restores connectivity, then the
inconvenience due to disconnection is minimal.
However, if it is not possible for the disconnected robot to
reunite with the remainder of the swarm, then the swarm would
have to take action to recover the lost member. Although this
could be accomplished by moving the entire swarm toward the
last known location of the disconnected robot, this method is
extremely inefficient and would be a large detriment to the
operations of the swarm as a whole. Furthermore, if two or more
robots were disconnected at the same time, the swarm would
spend a much greater amount of time to first recover one, then the
other. On the other hand, if only a small number of robots split
from the swarm to recover a single disconnected member, the
inconvenience to the swarm would be lessened, though a greater
degree of complexity would be required of the swarm to
implement this rescue party.
Another case which could pose a problem to the integrity of
the swarm is the possibility of two or more agents maintaining
communications range with one another, but traveling away from
the main swarm. This situation can be curtailed by requiring a
‘heartbeat’ signal. The robot or other device chosen by an
algorithm as the heartbeat signal controller can send out a
heartbeat signal with the current time. This signal is propagated
among the swarm, and each individual member tracks the amount
of time since the last received heartbeat signal. If the time
exceeds a predetermined threshold, the robot will interrupt its
current task and move toward the most recent location of the
centroid of the swarm until it receives a new heartbeat signal.

resumed. This method is extremely inefficient, however, as it
requires the entire swarm to halt its activity whenever a single
member loses connection. It is much more efficient to allow the
majority if the swarm to continue its tasks while only a small
portion begins the process of recovering the lost robot.

Figure 8. ‘Locate the Centroid’ behavior in a swarm agent
with low signal connectivity.
The ‘Leave No Man Behind’ algorithm is a much more
efficient solution to recovering a disconnected robot. The robot
which has lost connection first stops and remains in place until it
is found. The majority of the members of the swarm continue
their current tasks, but a small search party of two or three robots
breaks off to locate the disconnected member (see Figure 9).
When the search party regains connection with the disconnected
member, it is recovered, and the formerly lost robot returns to the
swarm along with the search party by following the vector with
obstacle avoidance from their current location to the last known
centroid of the swarm.

3.2.3 Mesh Healing
The method by which the mesh network can be restored from
either low connectivity or a severed connection is called mesh
healing.
In the case of a single robot encountering low signal, it enters
the ‘Locate the Centroid’ behavior (see Figure 8). When the
robot’s connectivity passes below the threshold for low signal, it
stops its current activities and calculates a movement vector from
its current location to the last known location of the centroid of
the swarm. This vector is followed with obstacle avoidance until
the signal is once again above the threshold strength. Once it has
reconnected to the mesh network, it resumes its previous activity.
If the connection of a single member is completely lost, a
different mesh healing behavior is initiated. Under the less
efficient healing method, the swarm member with the lost signal
stops its current activity and computes a vector from its current
location to the last known location of the centroid of the swarm.
It then follows this vector, just as the low connectivity behavior.
The remainder of the swarm calculates the last known location of
the lost robot and migrates in that direction. Once the lost swarm
member has re-established connection, all previous activity is

Figure 9. ‘Leave No Man Behind’ algorithm.
This method is preferable, as it recovers the lost member of
the swarm without seriously reducing the effectiveness of the
swarm as a whole. Although the loss of a single robot in the
swarm will not significantly affect its functionality, recovering
any lost members serves to prevent a loss of attrition which may
reduce the effectiveness of the swarm over time.
Although there has been little other work on the
configuration of a mobile main controller within a swarm of
autonomous robots that can communicate as a mesh without
individual direct connection to the controller, similar situations
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have been documented in swarms of micro air vehicles [5].
However, these mesh networks require the individual swarm
members to remain leashed to the controller to a maximum
distance, rather than allowing the robots to travel outside the
range of the central controller so long as they are still linked to it
by interconnecting signal in the mesh network.

then mapped out a region of the proper size for use as a runway
and set up a landing zone. The robots themselves formed the
landing zone boundaries and functioned as beacons to mark the
region for the aircraft.

5. EMERGENT BEHAVIOR
5.1 Grid Functionality

4. SWARM MISSIONS
4.1 Search And Rescue

The movement pattern of the robots in the swarm is not
preprogrammed, leaving the individual members to choose their
actions in the field instead. The expected effect was that the
robots would wander randomly until they were able to complete
the goal of the mission.
However, there was unintended efficiency gained during the
process of running the swarm. The individual member robots
‘bounced’ against one another using the obstacle avoidance
algorithms.
This resulted in the swarm robots distancing
themselves from one another and self-forming a grid that provided
efficient area coverage without specific instructions directing
them to do so.

Search and rescue is a basic task performed by the swarm. It
is also known as the ‘Needle in the Haystack’ task and involves
finding a target location or object in a comparatively much larger
region.
Applications of search and rescue include searching for
victims in rubble, finding a lost hiker, locating an escaped
prisoner, and bomb detection. In many of these cases, the target
has a beacon or some other method by which it can be detected.
For some of them, such as a hiker’s beacon, it may be detected at
a distance. For other cases, such as searching for bombs or mines
in a field, the detection may only occur at close range by way of a
metal detector or chemical sensor. Regardless of the method of
detection, the algorithm is similar.
The individual members of the swarm spread out and search
for the target signal, whether it is an actual signal or a specific
sensor reading. Once a single member is able to find the target
object, it transmits the location’s coordinates to the rest of the
swarm and to the central controller by way of the mesh network.

5.2 Spacing
During the area setup mission, one of the final tasks for the
swarm robots to perform is to move away from the center of the
area and position themselves in a certain location. This behavior
has been called South OA Blue.
In performing the South OA Blue behavior, the individual
swarm robots were only instructed to travel toward the South until
they reached a goal position, designated by the color blue in the
test environment. The only other special instructions were to
obstacle avoid (OA) while traveling. Maneuvering instructions
were not provided, nor were there any details on formation.
However, upon performing this task, the swarm robots
invariably spaced themselves evenly as they moved, coming into a
formation with reliable order, rather than the random positioning
that was expected. This evenly spaced formation proved to be
very useful, as the next step in the task required the robots to turn
toward the North. Since they had positioned themselves evenly,
there was ample space for each of the swarm members to turn
around and proceed to the next task without the need to further
space themselves.

4.2 Area Survey
Area survey is a more specific task in which the swarm
robots cover an area, identifying its makeup and creating a survey
report. The specifics of the survey can vary depending on the
particular task. For example, the swarm robots might perform a
geological survey of an area, dividing it into regions of sand, rock,
and paved road. As the robots travel over the area, they transmit
data about their current location and the coordinates, creating a
map of the area in the process.
Other uses of the area survey task include identification of
debris (FOD, or Foreign Object Debris) to determine suitability of
a region. This can find application in a variety of fields, including
construction, cartography, and emergency aircraft landing site
identification.
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